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Abstract

Self-training via pseudo labeling is a conventional, sim-
ple, and popular pipeline to leverage unlabeled data. In this
work, we first construct a strong baseline of self-training
(namely ST) for semi-supervised semantic segmentation via
injecting strong data augmentations (SDA) on unlabeled
images to alleviate overfitting noisy labels as well as de-
couple similar predictions between the teacher and student.
With this simple mechanism, our ST outperforms all existing
methods without any bells and whistles, e.g., iterative re-
training. Inspired by the impressive results, we thoroughly
investigate the SDA and provide some empirical analysis.
Nevertheless, incorrect pseudo labels are still prone to ac-
cumulate and degrade the performance. To this end, we fur-
ther propose an advanced self-training framework (namely
ST++), that performs selective re-training via prioritizing
reliable unlabeled images based on holistic prediction-level
stability. Concretely, several model checkpoints are saved
in the first stage supervised training, and the discrepancy of
their predictions on the unlabeled image serves as a mea-
surement for reliability. Our image-level selection offers
holistic contextual information for learning. We demon-
strate that it is more suitable for segmentation than com-
mon pixel-wise selection. As a result, ST++ further boosts
the performance of our ST. Code is available at https:
//github.com/LiheYoung/ST-PlusPlus.

1. Introduction
Fully-supervised semantic segmentation learns to assign

pixel-wise semantic labels via generalizing from numer-
ous densely annotated images. Despite the rapid progress
[9, 60], the pixel-wise manual labeling is costly, labori-
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Figure 1. Performance comparisons between our ST/ST++ and the
state-of-the-art methods on the Pascal. It is worth noting that the
proposed ST and ST++ surpass previous best results significantly,
especially in the extremely scarce-label regime, e.g., 92 labels.

ous, and even infeasible, precluding its deployment in some
scenes such as medical image analysis. To avert the labor-
intensive procedure, semi-supervised semantic segmenta-
tion has been proposed to learn a model from a handful of
labeled images along with abundant unlabeled images.

The core challenge in semi-supervised setting lies in how
to effectively utilize the unlabeled images. Prior works
in semi-supervised learning (SSL) propose to apply en-
tropy minimization [33, 53] or consistency regularization
[21, 52] on unlabeled images. With increasingly sophisti-
cated mechanisms introduced to this field, FixMatch [47]
breaks the trend and achieves inspiring results via inte-
grating both strategies into a hybrid framework with few
hyper-parameters. Motivated by the tremendous progress
in SSL, recent works in semi-supervised semantic segmen-
tation have evolved from GANs-based methods [20, 38] to
delving into consistency regularization from the segmenta-
tion perspective, such as enforcing consistent predictions
of the same unlabeled image under strong-weak perturba-
tions [66], of the same local patch from different contextual
crops [31], and of the same unlabeled image between dual
differently initialized models [12, 17].
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Nevertheless, are the delicate mechanisms indispensable
for semi-supervised semantic segmentation? More impor-
tantly, is the straightforward self-training scheme [33] pro-
posed around a decade ago already out-of-date for this
task? In this work, we intuitively and empirically present
two simple and effective techniques to bring back the clas-
sical self-training method as a strong competitor again.

The self-training [33] is commonly regarded as a form of
entropy minimization in SSL, since the re-trained student is
supervised with hard labels produced by the teacher which
is trained on labeled data. However, they suffer severe cou-
pling issue, i.e., making similar predictions on the same in-
put. We notice that, however, injecting strong data augmen-
tations (SDA) on unlabeled images is extremely beneficial
to decouple their predictions as well as alleviate overfitting
on noisy pseudo labels. Despite the simplicity, self-training
with SDA significantly surpasses existing methods without
any bells and whistles, e.g., without the need of iterative re-
training [55], manually choosing a threshold for filtering in-
correct labels [66], or repetitively producing pseudo labels
for each training minibatch [12, 25, 66]. Inspired by the im-
pressive results, we thoroughly investigate the SDA and find
that it is fully compatible with the off-the-shelf augmenta-
tion strategies in contrastive learning [10], e.g., colorjitter,
grayscale, and blur, which deteriorate clean data distribu-
tion but perform surprisingly well for unlabeled data. Be-
sides, we examine individual effectiveness of each data aug-
mentation, and observe that the simple colorjitter plays most
effectively and different augmentations are complementary
to each other. Formally, this basic self-training framework
with SDA is named as ST in this work, serving as a strong
baseline for our full method.

Another longstanding but underestimated issue is that
the classical self-training framework utilizes all unlabeled
images at the same time. Nevertheless, different unlabeled
images cannot be equally easy [34, 44, 50] and the corre-
sponding pseudo labels cannot be equally reliable, lead-
ing to severe confirmation bias [2] and potential perfor-
mance degradation when iteratively optimizing the model
with those ill-posed pseudo labels. To this end, we fur-
ther propose an advanced ST++ framework based on our
ST, that automatically selects and prioritizes more reliable
images in the re-training phase to produce higher-quality
artificial labels on the remaining less reliable images. The
measurement for the reliability or uncertainty of an unla-
beled image is to compute the holistic stability of the evolv-
ing pseudo masks in different iterations during the entire
training course. Note that, different from the common prac-
tice of manually setting a fixed confidence threshold to filter
low-confidence pixels [66], we demonstrate that our image-
level selection based on the stability of evolving predictions
can provide holistic contextual regions for model training,
which is more appropriate to the segmentation task.

It is worth noting that the classical self-training pipeline
[33] is attracting increasing attention [43, 53] in the semi-
supervised setting. Our work differs from them in that we
empirically and systematically study the effectiveness of
strong data augmentations on unlabeled data and further
propose an advanced self-training framework with selec-
tive re-training property. More concrete differences are dis-
cussed in detail in the related work. Our main findings and
contributions are summarized as follows:

• We construct a strong baseline (ST) of self-training in
semi-supervised semantic segmentation via injecting
strong data augmentations on unlabeled images during
re-training. Motivated by the promising performance,
we provide intuitive explanations and systematically
investigate the role of SDA and each augmentation.

• Built on our ST, to alleviate the potential performance
degradation incurred by incorrect pseudo labels, we
further propose an advanced self-training framework
ST++, that performs selective re-training via prioritiz-
ing reliable images based on holistic prediction-level
stability in the entire training course. We demonstrate
that the image-level selection is more suitable for seg-
mentation task compared with pixel-wise selection.

• The ST and ST++ both outperform previous methods
across extensive settings and architectures on the Pas-
cal and Cityscapes dataset, with few hyper-parameters.

2. Related Work
Semi-supervised learning. Two main branches of meth-
ods are proposed in recent years, namely consistency reg-
ularization [4, 21, 32, 39, 45, 51, 52] and entropy minimiza-
tion [7, 33, 42, 53]. Consistency regularization enforces the
current optimized model to yield stable and consistent pre-
dictions under various perturbations [45,52], e.g., shape and
color, on the same unlabeled data. Earlier works also save
several checkpoints [32] or maintain a teacher whose pa-
rameters are the exponential moving average of the updat-
ing student [51] to produce more reliable artificial labels for
student model. On the other hand, entropy minimization,
popularized by the self-training pipeline [21, 33], leverages
unlabeled data in an explicit bootstrapping manner, where
unlabeled data is assigned with pseudo labels to be jointly
trained with manually labeled data. Different from prior
works, MixMatch [6] harvests advantages of both method-
ologies and proposes a hybrid framework to exploit the un-
labeled data from the two perspectives. FixMatch [47] in-
herits the spirit from MixMatch but simplifies unnecessary
mechanisms. As a further extension, the most recent work
FlexMatch [58] utilizes the inherent learning status to filter
low-confidence labels with class-wise thresholds.
Semi-supervised semantic segmentation. Slightly differ-
ent from the trend in SSL, preliminary works [26,38,49] in
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Algorithm 1: ST Pseudocode

Input: Labeled training set Dl = {(xi, yi)}Mi=1,
Unlabeled training set Du = {ui}Ni=1,
Weak/strong augmentations Aw/As,
Teacher/student model T/S

Output: Fully trained student model S
Train T on Dl with cross-entropy loss Lce

Obtain pseudo labeled D̂u = {(ui, T (ui))}Ni=1

Over-sample Dl to around the size of D̂u

for minibatch {(xk, yk)}Bk=1 ⊂ (Dl ∪ D̂u) do
for k ∈ {1, . . . , B} do

if xk ∈ Du then
xk, yk ←As(Aw((xk, yk))

else
xk, yk ←Aw(xk, yk)

ŷk = S(xk)
Update S to minimize Lce of {(ŷk, yk)}Bk=1

return S

semi-supervised semantic segmentation tend to utilize the
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [20] as an aux-
iliary supervision signal for the unlabeled data. However,
GANs are not easy to optimize and may suffer the problem
of mode collapse [46]. Therefore, also inspired by the suc-
cess in SSL, subsequent methods [1, 12, 18, 24, 25, 31, 41,
55, 59, 61, 62, 66] manage to tackle this task with simpler
mechanisms, such as enforcing similar predictions under
multiple perturbed embeddings [41], under two different
contextual crops [31], and between dual differently initial-
ized models [12]. As an extension of FixMatch [47], Pseu-
doSeg [66] adapts the weak-to-strong consistency to seg-
mentation scenario and further applies a calibration module
to refine the pseudo masks. Despite fancy mechanisms pro-
posed and rapid progress made, nevertheless, we hope to
raise a new observation to this field that, the plainest self-
training framework coupled with strong data augmentations
(SDA) is indeed effective enough to obtain state-of-the-art
performance without any bells and whistles, e.g., iterative
re-training or setting a threshold to filter unreliable pixels.
Self-training. The self-training via pseudo labeling is an
explicit and classical method originating from around a
decade ago [33]. Recently, it is increasingly attracting at-
tention from multiple fields, such as fully-supervised im-
age recognition [43, 53, 54, 63], semi-supervised learning
[7, 17, 48, 55], and domain adaptation [30, 64, 65]. In the
semi-supervised setting, particularly, it has been revisited
in several tasks, including image classification [7], object
detection [48], and semantic segmentation [17,55]. Among
them, the most related ones to us are [48, 55]. Neverthe-
less, our work is fundamentally different from [55] in that
we demonstrate appropriate SDA on unlabeled data are ex-
tremely beneficial to the semi-supervised learner, while [55]
designs their method based on the assumption that exces-

Algorithm 2: ST++ Pseudocode

Input: Same as Algorithm 1
Output: Same as Algorithm 1

Train T on Dl and save K checkpoints {Tj}Kj=1

for ui ∈ Du do
for Tj ∈ {Tj}Kj=1 do

Pseudo mask Mij = Tj(ui)
Compute si with Equation 4 and {Mij}Kj=1

Select R highest scored images to compose Du1

Du2 = Du −Du1

Du1 = {(uk, T (uk))}uk∈Du1

Train S on (Dl ∪ Du1) with ST re-training
Du2 = {(uk, S(uk))}uk∈Du2

Re-initialize S

Train S on (Dl ∪ Du1 ∪ Du2) with ST re-training
return S

sive data augmentations are destructive to clean data dis-
tribution. Another work [48] addresses object detection
task via manually designing task-relevant augmentations,
whereas our SDA is common in image recognition but pre-
viously neglected in semi-supervised segmentation. More-
over, both aforementioned works adopt the plain training
pipeline, whereas we further propose the ST++ to safely ex-
ploit unlabeled images in a curriculum learning manner [5].

Uncertainty estimation. Previous method [29] estimates
model uncertainty with a Bayesian analysis. However, lim-
ited by the computational burden of Bayesian inference,
some other methods adopt Dropout [19, 35] and data aug-
mentations [3] to measure the uncertainty. In the semi-
supervised setting, FixMatch [47] simply sets a confidence
threshold to filter uncertain samples, and DMT [17] main-
tains two differently initialized networks to highlight dis-
agreed regions. Compared with them, our method estimates
image-level uncertainty via measuring the holistic predic-
tion stability of evolving masks without the need of training
extra networks or manually choosing the threshold, making
it universal to other scenes. Also, the model learns holis-
tic contextual regions in high-confidence images, which is
more stable and appropriate to the segmentation task.

3. Method
3.1. Problem Definition

Semi-supervised semantic segmentation aims to gener-
alize from a combination set of pixel-wise labeled images
Dl = {(xi, yi)}Mi=1 and unlabeled images Du = {ui}Ni=1,
where in most cases N ≫ M . In most works, the overall
optimization target is formalized as:

L = Ls + λLu, (1)
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where λ acts as a tradeoff between labeled and unlabeled
data. It can be a fixed value [47, 48] or be scheduled dur-
ing training [27]. The unsupervised loss Lu is the key point
to distinguish different semi-supervised methods, while the
supervised loss Ls is typically the cross-entropy loss be-
tween predictions and manually annotated masks.

3.2. Plainest Self-training Scheme

We simplify the plainest form of self-training from [33].
It includes three steps without the need of iterative training:

1. [Supervised Learning] Train a teacher model T on Dl

with cross-entropy loss.

2. [Pseudo Labeling] Predict one-hot hard pseudo labels
on Du with T to obtain D̂u = {(ui, T (ui))}Ni=1.

3. [Re-training] Re-train a student model S on the union
set Dl ∪ D̂u for final evaluation.

Here, the unsupervised loss Lu can be formulated as:

Lu
plain = H

(
T (x), S(Aw(x))

)
, (2)

where T and S map the image x to the output space. Aw ap-
plies random weak data augmentations to the raw image. H
denotes entropy minimization between student and teacher.
Discussion. Since self-training has largely lagged behind
consistency based methods in SSL [47], we provide intu-
itive explanations for the promising performance it might
achieve in semantic segmentation. Self-training is deemed
to heavily rely on the initial model trained with labeled data,
which cannot be well satisfied in the scarce-label regime of
SSL. However, the situation is different in our task, since all
labeled images are densely annotated and supervised, which
means that even only tens of labeled images are available,
millions of pixel-level samples can be utilized for training,
yielding a well-performed model for pseudo labeling.

3.3. ST: Inject SDA on Unlabeled Images

The above self-training scheme has long been criticized
for its ill-posed property that errors in pseudo labels will
accumulate and considerably degrade student performance
when iteratively overfitting the incorrect supervision. More-
over, in such a bootstrapping process, inadequate informa-
tion is introduced during re-training, leading to severe cou-
pling issue between the teacher and re-trained student. Con-
cretely, the re-trained S is enforced to learn the pseudo la-
bels from T in a supervised manner. However, considering
the same network structure and similar initialization of T
and S, they are prone to make similar true or false predic-
tions on the unlabeled images, hence the student S fails to
learn extra information except entropy minimization.

In order to break out of the aforementioned two dilem-
mas, i.e., overfitting noisy labels and prediction coupling
between the student and teacher, we propose to inject strong

data augmentations (SDA) on unlabeled images during the
re-training phase to pose a more challenging optimization
target for the student model. The SDA here is named op-
posite to the weak or basic augmentations adopted in regu-
lar fully-supervised semantic segmentation, including ran-
dom resizing, random cropping and random flipping. As
for specific choices of SDA, we manage to maintain a uni-
versal strategy across different datasets or settings, rather
than searching for the most appropriate ones in each dataset.
To simplify the choice, we adopt the off-the-shelf SDA
in [10, 11], which includes colorjitter, grayscale, and blur.
Apart from these color transformations, we introduce an-
other spatial transformation Cutout [15] to compose our full
SDA. In our ST, the unsupervised objective is formalized as:

Lu
ST = H

(
T (x), S

(
As(Aw(x))

))
, (3)

where As applies strong data augmentations to the input.
Previous works adjust the impact of labeled and unla-

beled data through non-uniform sampling within a mini-
batch [47] or selecting a hyper-parameter to re-weight the
supervised and unsupervised loss [17]. In our ST, we sim-
plify this choice via directly over-sampling Dl to around
the same scale asDu and then sampling uniformly from the
combined dataset. With this modification, no extra hyper-
parameters are introduced and the semi-supervised learner
is optimized in a totally fully-supervised fashion. The pseu-
docode of our ST framework is present in Algorithm 1 and
it works as a strong baseline for our full method.

Discussion. Despite the simplicity of our ST, it surpasses
existing state-of-the-art methods even without iterative re-
training [55]. Compared with other online methods [12, 25,
66] that repetitively assign pseudo labels for each coming
minibatch, our ST annotates unlabeled images only once
and the training is conducted in a fully-supervised fashion.
Besides, we do not manually fine-tune the choice of SDA.
The SDA, harmful to the clean data distribution, but is vital
to unlabeled images, please refer to Table 5 for detail.

3.4. ST++: Select and Prioritize Reliable Images

Despite the impressive results obtained by the straight-
forward ST framework, however, it treats each unlabeled
sample equally and leverages them in the same way with-
out considering the inherent reliability and difficulty of in-
dividual sample. The incorrect predictions in some hard ex-
amples may incur negative impact of the training process.
Therefore, in current advanced ST++ framework, we fur-
ther propose a selective re-training scheme via prioritizing
reliable unlabeled samples to safely exploit the whole unla-
beled set in an easy-to-hard curriculum learning manner [5].

Previous works estimate the reliability or uncertainty of
an image or pixel from different perspectives, such as tak-
ing the final softmax output as the confidence distribution
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Network Method
1/16 1/8 1/4

Network Method
1/16 1/8 1/4

(662) (1323) (2645) (662) (1323) (2645)

PSPNet
ResNet-50

SupOnly 63.8 67.2 69.6

DeepLabv3+

ResNet-50

SupOnly 64.8 68.3 70.5
CCT [41] 62.2 68.8 71.2 ECS [37] - 70.2 72.6
DCC [31] 67.1 71.3 72.5 DCC [31] 70.1 72.4 74.0
ST 69.1 73.0 73.2 ST 71.6 73.3 75.0
ST++ 69.9 73.2 73.4 ST++ 72.6 74.4 75.4

DeepLabv2

ResNet-101

SupOnly 64.3 67.6 69.5

DeepLabv3+

ResNet-101

SupOnly 66.3 70.6 73.1
AdvSSL [26] 62.6 68.4 69.9 S4GAN [38] 69.1 72.4 74.5
S4L [57] 61.8 67.2 68.4 GCT [28] 67.2 72.5 75.1
GCT [28] 65.2 70.6 71.5 DCC [31] 72.4 74.6 76.3
ST 68.6 71.6 72.5 ST 72.9 75.7 76.4
ST++ 69.3 72.0 72.8 ST++ 74.5 76.3 76.6

Table 1. Results on Pascal VOC. Labeled images are selected from augmented training set. The fraction (e.g., 1/16) and number (e.g.,
662) denote the proportion and number of labeled images. SupOnly (supervised baseline): no unlabeled data are leveraged, thus the model
is only trained with labeled data. The best results are marked in bold, while the second best ones are in italic bold.

and filtering low-confidence pixels by pre-defined threshold
[47, 63], as well as training two differently initialized mod-
els to predict the same unlabeled sample and re-weighting
the uncertainty-aware loss with their disagreements [17]. In
our ST++, we hope to measure the reliability with a single
training model without manually choosing the confidence
threshold. And for a more stable evaluation of reliability,
we filter out unreliable samples based on image-level infor-
mation rather than widely adopted pixel-level information.
The image-level selection also enables the model to learn
more holistic contextual patterns during training.

Specifically, we observe that there is a positive correla-
tion between the segmentation performance and the evolv-
ing stability of produced pseudo masks during the super-
vised training phase. Therefore, the more reliable and bet-
ter predicted unlabeled images can be selected based on
their evolving stability during training. More formally, con-
sidering an unlabeled image ui ∈ Du, for K checkpoints
{Tj}Kj=1 saved during training, we predict the pseudo masks
of ui with them to obtain {Mij}Kj=1. Since training model
tends to converge and achieve the best performance in the
late training stage, we evaluate the meanIOU between each
earlier pseudo mask and the final mask. The meanIOU can
serve as a measurement for stability and further reflect the
reliability of the unlabeled image along with pseudo mask:

si =

K−1∑
j=1

meanIOU (Mij ,MiK) , (4)

where si is the stability score, reflecting the reliability of ui.
Obtaining the stability score of all unlabeled images, we

sort the whole unlabeled set based on these scores, and se-
lect the top R images with the highest scores for the first re-
training phase. With a better optimized student model, the
remaining unreliable images are re-labeled and the second
re-training phase is conducted on the full combination of

manually labeled and pseudo labeled data. The pseudocode
of our ST++ method is illustrated in Algorithm 2.

4. Experiments
4.1. Setup

Dataset. The Pascal VOC 2012 [16] is composed of 1464
images for training and 1449 images for validation origi-
nally. And the training set can be augmented via intro-
ducing relatively lower-quality annotations from the SBD
dataset [22], resulting in 10582 training images. The
Cityscapes [13] contains 2975 images with fine-grained
masks for training and 500 images for validation.
Network structure. In the past few years, different models
and backbones are utilized. In order to conduct a compre-
hensive comparison, we evaluate four network structures,
namely PSPNet [60] with ResNet-50 [23], DeepLabv3+ [9]
with ResNet-50/101, and DeepLabv2 [8] with ResNet-101.
The DeepLabv2 model is initialized with the MS COCO
[36] pre-trained parameters following [28], while the other
backbones are pre-trained on ImageNet [14].
Implementation details. We maintain the same hyper-
parameters between supervised pre-training of the teacher
and semi-supervised re-training of the student. Specifically,
the batch size is set as 16 for both Pascal and Cityscapes
with two and four NVIDIA V100 GPUs respectively (ac-
tually, two 2080Ti GPUs are already enough for all exper-
iments on Pascal). We use the SGD optimizer for training,
where the initial base learning rate of the backbones is set as
0.001 on Pascal and 0.004 on Cityscapes. The learning rate
of the randomly initialized segmentation head is 10 times
larger than that of backbones. We use the poly schedul-
ing to decay the learning rate during the training process:
lr = baselr × (1 − iter

total iter )
0.9. The model is trained for

80 epochs on Pascal and 240 epochs on Cityscapes. For
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Method
ResNet-50 / ResNet-101

1/16 (662) 1/8 (1323) 1/4 (2645)

SupOnly 64.0 / 68.4 69.0 / 73.3 71.7 / 74.7
CCT [41] 65.2 / 67.9 70.9 / 73.0 73.4 / 76.2
CutMix-Seg [18] 68.9 / 72.6 70.7 / 72.7 72.5 / 74.3
GCT [28] 64.1 / 69.8 70.5 / 73.3 73.5 / 75.3
CPS [12] 68.2 / 72.2 73.2 / 75.8 74.2 / 77.6
CPS† [12] 72.0 / 74.5 73.7 / 76.4 74.9 / 77.7

ST 72.2 / 74.0 74.8 / 76.9 75.5 / 77.6
ST++ 73.2 / 74.7 75.5 / 77.9 76.0 / 77.9

Table 2. Results on Pascal VOC using a modified ResNet with
the deep stem block, following CPS [12]. †: CPS also adopts
CutMix [56] to further boost the performance.

weak data augmentations, the training images are randomly
flipped and resized between 0.5 and 2.0. They are further
cropped to 321x321 on Pascal and 721x721 on Cityscapes.
For the strong data augmentations on unlabeled images, we
use colorjitter with the same intensity as [66], grayscale,
blur same as [11], and Cutout with random values filled.
The Cutout regions are ignored in loss computation. In the
pseudo labeling phase, all unlabeled images are predicted
with test-time augmentation, which contains five scales and
horizontal flipping. The testing images are evaluated on
their original resolution and no post-processing techniques
are adopted. The reliable images are measured with three
checkpoints that are evenly saved at 1/3, 2/3, 3/3 total iter-
ations during training. We simply treat the top 50% highest
scored images as reliable ones and the remaining ones as
unreliable. It is worth noting that, for fair comparison with
most existing works, we do not incorporate any advanced
optimization strategies, such as OHEM in [25], auxiliary
supervision in [12, 25], nor SyncBN into our method. We
also choose a relatively smaller cropping size during train-
ing to save memory, compared with CPS [12] (321 vs. 512
on Pascal and 721 vs. 800 on Cityscapes).

4.2. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods

Two frameworks based on classical self-training scheme
are proposed in this work, namely ST and ST++. In this sec-
tion, we extensively compare both of our frameworks with
previous methods across a variety of datasets and settings.

Pascal VOC 2012. Most previous works uniformly sam-
ple labeled images from the augmented training set, which
contains 10,582 images in total. As shown in Table 1, our
proposed ST already outperforms existing methods remark-
ably with the four network architectures across extensive
settings. Moreover, with the advanced ST++, the perfor-
mance is further boosted consistently. Besides, the signifi-
cant margin between our ST/ST++ and the supervised only
(SupOnly) results proves our successful and effective ex-
ploitation on the abundant unlabeled images. Among most

Data augmentation strategies
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Figure 2. Effectiveness of each data augmentation. All strong
data augmentations contributes to the final success. The inferior
result of further applying Cutout on labeled images (73.2 vs. 73.3)
demonstrates that Cutout in SDA works as a strong regularization
for unlabeled data rather than a common trick for training.

Method
# Labeled images (Total: 10582)

92 183 366 732 1464

SupOnly 50.7 59.1 65.0 70.6 74.1
GCT [28] 46.0 55.0 64.7 70.7 -
CutMix-Seg [18] 55.6 63.2 68.4 69.8 -
PseudoSeg [66] 57.6 65.5 69.1 72.4 73.2
CPS [12] 64.1 67.4 71.7 75.9 -
PC2Seg [61] 57.0 66.3 69.8 73.1 74.2

ST 61.3 68.2 73.5 76.3 78.9
ST++ 65.2 71.0 74.6 77.3 79.1

Fully-supervised setting (10582 images): 78.2

Table 3. Results on Pascal VOC using DeepLabv3+ with ResNet-
101. Labeled images are selected from original training set.

recent methods, CPS [12] adopts a stronger ResNet with the
deep stem block, therefore we also modify our backbone to
conduct a fair comparison in Table 2.

Some recent works sample labeled images from the high-
quality original training set. We evaluate our method under
this setting in Table 3. Without iterative training adopted
as [55], our ST and ST++ framework surpass the previous
state-of-the-art methods impressively, even outperform the
fully-supervised setting with only 1464 labeled images.
Cityscapes. As shown in Table 4, across a wide range of
the number of labeled images, e.g., from 744 to mere 100,
both of our methods obtain the state-of-the-art results under
a fair comparison with previous methods. It is worth noting
that, our method with ResNet-50 backbone even surpasses
other works with ResNet-101 backbone by a large margin.
Discussion with previous works. [18] explores the strong,
varied perturbations in the semi-supervised semantic seg-
mentation and finds that Cutout and CutMix play an im-
portant role in the consistency regularization. Besides, [66]
inherits the spirit from FixMatch [47] and applies strong-
weak perturbations for consistency regularization. Differ-
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Figure 3. Pseudo mask quality of the reliable and unreliable im-
ages selected by ST++. The Boosted means the improved mIOU
when re-labeling the unreliable images with the model trained on
reliable images compared with only trained with labeled images.

Method 1/30 (100) 1/8 (372) 1/4 (744)

DeepLabv3+, ResNet-101

DMT [17] 54.8 63.0 -
CutMix-Seg [18] 55.7 65.8 68.3
ClassMix [40] - 61.4 63.6
PseudoSeg [66] 61.0 69.8 72.4

DeepLabv3+, ResNet-50

SupOnly 55.1 65.8 68.4
DCC [31] - 69.7 72.7
ST 60.9 71.6 73.4
ST++ 61.4 72.7 73.8

Table 4. Results on Cityscapes. It is worth noting that our method
with ResNet-50 already surpasses others with ResNet-101.

ent from these one-stage works, we find that a simple of-
fline self-training scheme produces more stable and consis-
tent artificial masks. Moreover, coupled with strong data
augmentations which are uncommon in supervised scenar-
ios, e.g., colorjitter, grayscale, and blur on unlabeled data,
the offline two-stage pipeline can enforce the consistency
across various strong perturbations in a broader stage-wise
scope, without the limitation from current minibatch. And
empirically, according to extensive validations, our pro-
posed ST surpasses all the prior methods impressively.

4.3. Ablation Studies

The main findings and contributions of this work lie in 1)
strong data augmentations (SDA) on unlabeled data and 2)
selective re-training. In this section, we examine the actual
effectiveness of the two components in detail. We conduct
our ablation studies with DeepLabv3+ and ResNet-50 on
the Pascal VOC. Unless otherwise specified, 1323 (1/8) la-
beled images are sampled from the augmented training set.
Effectiveness of the SDA in ST. As aforementioned, SDA
is composed of colorjitter, grayscale, blur, and Cutout. Here

SupOnly Re-train #1 Re-train #2
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ST++ #1/8
ST++ #1/16
ST #1/4
ST #1/8
ST #1/16

Figure 4. Training process of our proposed ST++. ST++ first
trains the model on reliable images (Re-train #1) and then on all
re-labeled images (Re-train #2). It can be seen the first stage re-
training already obtains competitive results as our ST, further prov-
ing that the image-level selection is appropriate and necessary.

Apply SDA on 1/16 1/8 1/4
labeled data unlabeled data (662) (1323) (2645)

70.9 71.4 73.5
✓ ✓ 71.0 73.0 74.3

✓ 71.6 73.3 75.0

Table 5. Effectiveness of full SDA. The first line without applying
SDA is the plainest self-training [33]. The best results of only
applying SDA on unlabeled data indicates that a more challenging
optimization target for unlabeled data is vital to the success. And
SDA on labeled data may destroy the clean data distribution.

we validate their effectiveness from three perspectives. (1)
Firstly, we show the results when no SDA is adopted in Ta-
ble 5. It can be seen that the model performance degrades
across all settings, proving that SDA is vital to the success
of self-training. (2) Following this, we further examine the
effect of SDA on labeled images. According to the results in
Table 5, the labeled images are negatively affected by SDA,
indicating that it may deteriorate the clean distribution of la-
beled images. (3) Finally, in order to gain a better intuition
of the individual benefit of the four data augmentations, we
add each of them to unlabeled images in Figure 2.

Besides these, since Cutout is proposed as a common
trick in image recognition, we attempt to also apply it to la-
beled images (gray column in Figure 2). The inferior results
prove that our proposed ST benefits from the strong pertur-
bations on unlabeled images rather than common tricks.

Effectiveness of selective re-training in ST++. We first
measure the quality of the pseudo masks from reliable and
unreliable set respectively. As shown in Figure 3, the mean-
IOU gap between pseudo masks from reliable set and unre-
liable set is all larger than 15%, indicating that it is reason-
able to select and prioritize the reliable set. The obtained
better student can produce more accurate pseudo masks on
the remaining unreliable images. The improvement of un-
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Method
1/16 1/8 1/4
(662) (1323) (2645)

One-stage re-training (our ST) 71.6 73.3 75.0
Random two-stage re-training 71.3 73.9 74.7
Selective re-training (our ST++) 72.6 74.4 75.4

Table 6. Effectiveness of the selective re-training in ST++. ST++
does not benefit from random two-stage re-training process, but
the progressive reliable-to-unreliable selective re-training pipeline.

Proportion of reliable images 25% 50% (default) 75%

mIOU (%) 74.0 74.4 74.5

Table 7. Ablation study on the proportion of reliable images. The
default hyper-parameter 50% is effective enough.

reliable image masks is remarkable as the Boosted column.
We further check whether our pipeline benefits from the

correct selection of reliable unlabeled images or merely the
two-stage training pipeline. We randomly divide the whole
unlabeled training set into two parts, training with one part
first and then re-labeling the remaining ones. The model is
finally jointly optimized on the full combination of manu-
ally labeled and pseudo labeled images. As shown in Table
6, the semi-supervised model does not benefit from the ran-
dom two-stage training, in some cases even inferior to its
one-stage counterpart. As a comparison, our selective re-
training based on image-level stability and reliability con-
sistently outperforms the one-stage re-training pipeline.

Since the re-training phase is conducted in a two-stage
manner in our ST++, we examine the improvement after
each stage in Figure 4. It can be easily seen that after the
first stage, where only half the unlabeled images are ex-
ploited, the ST++ already obtains competitive results as ST,
revealing the high quality of the selected reliable images.

We also conduct ablation studies on the proportion of
selected reliable images. As shown in Table 7, the default
hyper-parameter 50% is effective enough. Our ST++ is also
robust to other values and the 75% is even slightly better.
Comparison between image-level and pixel-level selec-
tive re-training. The contribution in our ST++ is image-
level selective re-training, where we decompose the re-
training phase into two sub-phases and prioritize reliable
images for the first phase re-training. We argue that image-
level selection is more stable and provides complete context
information for training. Therefore, we compare it with
pixel-level selection, where high-confidence pixels are se-
lected for the first phase re-training, and the remaining pix-
els are re-labeled with a better student for the second phase
re-training. Following [63, 66], we set the confident thresh-
old as 0.5. As demonstrated in Table 8, the image-level se-
lection brings consistent improvements over our ST frame-
work and is superior to the pixel-level counterpart.
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Figure 5. Effectiveness of iterative training. We also show results
of PseudoSeg [66] and CutMix-Seg [18] for a clear comparison.

Method
1/16 1/8 1/4
(662) (1323) (2645)

our ST (w/o iterative re-train) 71.6 73.3 75.0
Image-level re-train (our ST++) 72.6 74.4 75.4

Pixel-level re-train phase #1 71.3 73.5 74.9
Pixel-level re-train phase #2 71.3 73.8 74.7

Table 8. Comparison between image-level (our ST++) and com-
mon pixel-level selective re-training (setting a threshold).

Effectiveness of iterative training. As aforementioned, for
simplicity and efficiency, we choose not to conduct iterative
training. However, it is possible to further boost the final
performance via switching the teacher-student role and re-
labeling unlabeled images for several times. Therefore, we
examine the effectiveness of iterative training in our ST++
in Figure 5. An extra stage (Re-train #3 in the figure) is
conducted, where all the unlabeled images are re-labeled
with the best learned model in the second re-training stage
and the student is re-trained. In the extremely scarce-label
regime of only 92 and 366 labeled images, with the extra re-
training stage, the performance can be further boosted from
65.2% to 68.3% and 74.6% to 75.2% respectively.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we firstly construct a strong self-training

baseline for semi-supervised semantic segmentation via in-
troducing strong data augmentations to unlabeled images, in
hope of alleviating overfitting noisy labels as well as decou-
pling similar predictions between the teacher and student.
Moreover, an advanced framework is proposed to progres-
sively leverage the unlabeled images. With extensive ex-
periments conducted across a variety of benchmarks and
settings, both of our ST and ST++ framework outperform
previous methods by a large margin. Based on the inspir-
ing results, we further examine the effectiveness of each
component in detail and provide some empirical analysis.
We hope this simple yet effective framework can serve as a
strong baseline or competitor for future works in this field.
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